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Initial 6 Month Statistics
The Verve Energy YouTube page began its revamp in May of 2012. The impact was felt
immediately, as all KPI’s increased exponentially.

April 2012 Stats

May 2012 - November 2012

• 1,065 views
• 0 minutes watched
• 4 subscribers
• 2 likes
• 0 comments
• 2 shares

• 1,410,983 views
• 750,389 minutes watched
• 1,707 subscribers
• 1,675 likes
• 805 comments
• 47,838 shares
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12 Month Statistics
The growth continued and increased over the second six months.

May 2012 - May 2013
• 2,816,071 views
• 4,794,080 minutes watched
• 7,808 subscribers
• 6,558 likes
• 3,478 comments
• 51,677 shares

Key Takeaway: we successfully exceeded our first 6 month goal by over 200%; in the second
6 months we had another 200+% achievement of our target goal.
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Year-to-Year Comparison
April 2011 - April 2012

May 2012 - May 2013
Other Pertinent Stats

5,748

1,863,145

4,808,411

Total Views

Total Views*

Minutes Watched

2,421

134,033

6,581

Suggested Video Views

Suggested Video Views

Likes

1,207

435,475

7,840

Mobile Views

Mobile Views

New Subscribers

872

701,646

159,623

Embedded Views

Embedded Views

Facebook Views

655

131,968

142,589

YouTube Search Results

Twitter Views

YouTube Search Results
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* all spam views removed

Embedded Players
One of the most compelling uses of the brand’s YouTube videos has been within the various websites most used by our key
demographic in the form of embedded players. This type of interaction is specifically important, as it shows the beginning of a
“grassroots eﬀect” through organic sharing within the social graph.
Key Takeaway: our brand ambassadors are part of a social generation and making quality story-telling devices accessible to
them is a paramount part of their success.
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Building an Audience
A main goal of our campaign is to build a captive audience to which Verve can continuously
market. Through our targeting, we have built that audience.
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Relevancy Actions
The goal of the 6 month campaign was 20,000 relevancy action (subscribers, likes, comments,
shares, favorites). Since the start in May of 2012, that goal has been far surpassed, all of which
led to high levels or organic interaction.

Achieved Relevancy Actions
• 1,701 subscribers
• 1,675 likes
• 805 comments
• 47,838 shares
• 1,390 favorites
Total Relevancy Actions

53,644
Notable Statistics
• 878,171 total views (zero spam
views)
• 80,487 embedded players
• Over 4 minutes of viewership
• 131,248 mobile views
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Summary
In conclusion, there are 3 main points that have driven our success:
1) The marketing and promotional dollars that were spent on the Verve Energy Partner Channel digital
advertising, marketing, and S.E.O., along with the proper titling, meta-tags and descriptions, yielded
an increase of over 100% in Search Results in the main Search Engine and “organic” Google &
YouTube search traﬃc categories over the last 6 months versus the first 6 months.
2) Instead of being non-existent in search results, as Verve was initially, the Verve brand now “comes
up in the conversation” across numerous platforms when searches are being conducted on our main
search parameters. This aspect is fueling Verve’s sales by serving as an ongoing source of consistent
warm-market and cold-market lead generation for Vemma’s Brand Partners.
3) Many socially-active Brand Partners have been astute enough to use what we’ve successfully built
and utilize the same videos in their own social presence. This is demonstrated by the fact that the 60+
videos which we optimized are being used eﬀectively in the field, and that is resulting in high
viewership and increased “average minutes viewed per video” in the categories of Mobile Devices
(which had an increase of 434% over the last 6 months versus the first 6 months) and Embedded
Players (which had an increase of 938% over the last 6 months versus the first 6 months).
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